I AM (K)NOT
created and performed by Ana Jordão
a poetic contemporary circus work, deconstructing the traditional use of the vertical rope
and exploring the object’s own narrative and storytelling capacities
inspired by the writings of the emblematic Portuguese poet, Fernando Pessoa

SYNOPSIS
I AM (K)NOT is a contemporary circus piece inspired by Fernando Pessoa’s “Tabacaria”.
This stage work brings together the approaches of circus and dance to create a poetic
universe that oscillates between darkness and wonder, between chaos and grace,
between tranquility and restlessness.
The vertical rope is used both in the air and on the on the floor, and imposes itself
beyond its traditional use as circus apparatus and becomes an object from which
originates a unique language of profound authenticity.
The rope object and its infinite multitude of forms, symbols, gestures and situations
transmits the emotions, memories and dreams of a character who wanders timelessly in
the world of thought…
… only to let herself be surprised, repeatedly, by the pleasures and joys of life - like
chocolates...

“I am nothing,
I will never be anything,
I cannot wish to be anything.
Aside from that, I have, in me, all the dreams of the world...”
Fernando Pessoa

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
I am a multidisciplinary performer, originally rooted in contemporary circus, constantly in
transit moving through the worlds of dance, improvisation and artistic research.
I approach movement practice beyond technicality, as a site for metaphor, for
philosophy, as a strategy for understanding mobility in a broader sense, and as a tool for
self-reflection. It is the main tool I use in my performances; I see movement as a
language that I feed and diversify with my ongoing learning.
Being a polyglot, my interest is in communication: between bodies, between bodies
and objects, between a performer and the audience, between art forms.

HONOURABLE MENTIONS
2022 Funded by Fonds Darstellende Künste #takeheart for A BODY AND OTHER OBJECTS
2022 Receives the GVL / NEUSTART KULTUR Scholarship for A BODY AND OTHER OBJECTS
2021 Funded by Fonds Darstellende Künste #takeaction for CAN A SHADOW HAVE A
PERSON?
2018 Commissioned by Instituto Camões (PT), for ASSOMBROSAS CRIATURAS, premiered at
the Night of European Literature (PT)
2018 Commissioned by Bússola (PT) for the creation of CHAMA DO MAR at Leme Festival (PT)
2018 Shortlisted by Circus Next for DÉCORPS D'INTÉRIEUR
2015 Selected for Circus Next:Labs with I AM (K)NOT for a research laboratory in Recife (BR)

TECHNICAL AND ARTISTIC TEAM
CREATION AND INTERPRETATION
MUSICAL COMPOSITION
LIGHT DESIGN
RIGGING
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Hugo Vasco Reis
Andrea Salustri
Vincent Kollar
Excerpts from "Tabacaria" by Fernando Pessoa

TECHNICAL DETAILS
DURATION: 50 min
also available as a 20 min short piece and 30 min performance-lecture
FORMAT: frontal or round stage as semi-Arena (3⁄4), theatre stages and black boxes
without a raised stage
INDOOR / OUTDOOR: adaptable to outdoor, street festivals, unconventional spaces,
site-specific as well as other experimental and collaborative proposals
LANGUAGE: English
AGE RATING: > 10
GAUGE: 300 persons
PERFORMANCE SPACE:
Width min. 8m
Depth min. 7m

Height min. 6m

FLOOR SURFACE: black PVC dance floor, or smooth floor.
the entire floor surface must be visible to all members of the audience.
SET UP TIMES:
Rigging: min 2 hours

Lighting: min. 3 hours

Rehearsal: min. 4 hours

RIGGING:
The programmer shall ensure fixing conditions for the installation/suspension of the
vertical rope and safety line.
Two static rigging points are required, both with a minimum load capacity of 500kg and
anchor point at floor level and off stage.

CREATION PROCESS
STARTING POINT & ROOTS
I AM (K)NOT arises from a nostalgic and almost unconscious desire to rediscover my
Portuguese roots and to explore the richness of Fernando Pessoa's heritage. This
manifests itself as an interest in re-positioning circus practice in relation to a wider
context of Portuguese literary heritage and culture.
Conceptually, it arises from a desire to revisit the inevitability of the existential struggle
as a dichotomy between mind and body, manifesting it as a dance between body and
object, simultaneously in metaphorical and literal space.

I AM (K)NOT & THE NON-BEING

Both in poetry and prose, Pessoa always questioned the nature of existence as a distinct
individual. Pessoa's feat, deliberate or inadvertent, is to show how the roots of a certain
kind of anguish lie in solipsism - the belief that nothing outside the mind itself really
matters, so that the mind can never be truly affected by experience.
This being her first work as an author, and in this case a solo performance, it is almost
inevitable to dwell on the theme of existentialism in the search for an artistic identity.

MINIMALISM & LESS IS MORE
On a scenographic, choreographic and dramaturgical level, the piece develops within

a minimalist aesthetic. The presence of objects and the bodily gestures are marked by
clarity, purpose and intentionality, promoting a compulsion for detail, for thoroughness.
This simplicity creates a universe where the essence of each gesture and action are
amplified, becoming metaphorical, universal.

CIRCUS & POST DISCIPLINARITY
The vertical rope is initially used in suspension, as a circus discipline. However, in the
performance the rope is drastically cut, creating a dramatic fall - the descent into the
dark world of nihilism and wonder that is the unknown of who we are in this universe.
This radical act represents a direct provocation towards this circus discipline. Freeing the
object from its circus past, allows a more sincere approach to the narrative inherent in
the object_rope.

OBJECT & ROPE & BODY

A post-disciplinary perspective to the vertical rope technique is presented, focusing
exclusively on the object, its characteristics and storytelling capacities.
The rope, a single object that provides an infinity of forms in its manipulation,
paradoxically malleable and agile, dense and light, transmits the essence of the calm
anguish of “Tabacaria”, in a register of vulnerability and self-questioning.
The simplicity / universality of forms creates a language of profound expressiveness and
primordial symbolism. The rope and the body exist in symbiosis, in mutuality: the object
an extension of the body, the body an extension of the object.

SOUNDSCAPE & MUSIC
On an independent initiative, Hugo Vasco Reis draws inspiration from the concept and
choreography of the piece for the composition of a work of acousmatic music, edited in
CD. His compositions become the soundtrack for the piece. For this work he had the
support of Direção Geral das Artes, Antena 2 and Escola Superior of Music of Lisbon.

BIOGRAPHIES
ANA JORDÃO (PT/DE)
Ana Jordão is a multidisciplinary performer working and researching in the fields of
contemporary circus, dance and improvisation. Her work is based on a rich hybridity of
circus and dance skills as well as an endless curiosity and openness to experiment.
After completing a BA in Media and Cultural Studies in Edinburgh in 2006 and a degree
in Circus Arts in Berlin in 2011 (specialising as a flyer of hand to hand and dance
acrobatics) she continued to work as a duo in various group creation projects
throughout Europe.
In 2015 Ana creates her first solo piece I AM (K)NOT, with which she positions herself for
the first time as the author of full-length stage work. In 2018, she starts her second
creation CAN A SHADOW HAVE A PERSON, which gets shortlisted by Circus Next
(platform for emerging authors in the field of contemporary circus) and premieres in
2021 with the support of Fonds Darstellende Künste #takeaction. In 2022 she starts a
new work entitled A BODY AND OTHER OBJECTS where she examines hair-hanging
through the lens of paralogical thinking.

While simultaneously collaborating with other artists and productions Ana continues to
be actively involved in gathering physical and intellectual knowledge in order to refine
her personal performative language, a work she regularly shares in her workshops
Europe wide.
In the past few years, she has worked with teachers such as Sharon Fridman, Ricardo de
Paula, Jozef Frucek, Bruno Caverna, Alexandre Fray, Tom Weksler, Aragorn Boulanger,
André Hidalgo, Bauke Lievens and Jean-Michel Guy, who have greatly influenced her in
her journey of continuously blending the boundaries between circus and dance.

HUGO VASCO REIS (PT)
Born in Lisbon, Hugo Vasco Reis is a composer and guitarist. He studied in the Oporto
Jazz School, in the Oporto Conservatório de Música and in the private classes of Pedro
Caldeira Cabral. As a composer he studied at the Escola Superior de Música de Lisboa
with Sérgio Azevedo, Luís Tinoco and António Pinho Vargas. He has had private and
masterclasses with João Heitor-Rigaud (PT), Alicia Terzian (AG), Achim Christian
Bornhoeft (AT), Luigi Abbate(IT), Ivan Moody (UK), Åke Parmerud (SE), Hans Tutschku
(DE/USA), Chaya CzernowinI (SR), Zigmunt Krauze(PL), Toshio Hosokawa(JP) and Justė
Janulytė (LT).
His catalogue contains works for orchestra, chamber music, solo instruments and
electroacoustic instruments, and have been performed in various concert halls (Portugal,
USA, Germany, Austria, UK, Switzerland, UK, Switzerland, Italy, Estonia, Poland, Spain,
India and Mozambique) and awarded in several competitions.
Between 2013 and 2019 Hugo Vasco Reis edited five monograph albums: POEMA
ANACRÓNICO, METAMORPHOSIS AND RESONANCES (SPA 2017 nomination - Best
Classical Music Work Erudite), I AM (K)NOT, O ESPAÇO DA SOMBRA (SPA nomination
2018 - Best Work of Classical Music) and CHAMBER MUSIC I, being supported in all by
the Ministry of Culture of Portugal, DGArtes, Antena 2 and Escola Superior de Música de
Lisboa.
Hugo has participated in artistic residencies in the "Artist in Residency Program - Bull's
Eye", directed by the artist Rui Soares Costa and in "O'culto da Ajuda", directed by the
composer Miguel Azguime. His scores are published by the MIC.PT - Centro de
Investigação & Informação da Música Portuguesa.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
CONTACT.ANA.JORDAO@GMAILCOM
WWW.ANAJORDAO.COM
+351 937 851 309

“Eat your chocolates, eat…
Believe me, there are no metaphysics in this world other than chocolates;
all the religions of the world teach nothing but the candy shop.
Eat.
I wish I could eat chocolates as earnestly as you do.
But I think, and on peeling the silver paper, which is made from tin foil,
I throw it all to the ground, as I have done with my life…”
Fernando Pessoa
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